Corrigendum to Verbatim Report of the Forty-second Meeting of Commission A (E/PC/T/A/PV/42)

The following corrections should be made to the remarks of the Delegate of the United Kingdom.

Page 5
7th line: for "conferences" substitute "conventions".
8th line: the phrase "and if you look you will find that it does" should read "and that if you look into them you will find that they do".
11th line: for "Article" read "Articles".
13th line: delete "(A) and".
16th line: substitute "73" for "53".
19th line: delete "that".
20th line: delete "should".

Page 12
14th line: read: ".....oppose the closure, simply in order to move that the Chairman's proposal be adopted".

Page 23
20th line: after "scattered" add "and".
21st line: delete "negotiations", substitute "communications" and after "difficult", add "the frontier zone may legitimately be a wide one - much wider than the frontier zone between, say, France and Belgium".
26th line: for "but" substitute "that"; delete "may go" and substitute "goes".
27th line: insert "legitimate" between "beyond" and "frontier".

P.T.O.
Page 27
13th line: insert "at" between "as" and "10th April".
24th line: read "Pakistan is in a Customs Union".
26th line: delete "This is a" and substitute "The"; delete "consideration" and insert "view".
27th line: read "one would be simply that we should insert the words 'as at'".

Page 28
13th line: delete "we think".
14th line: for "places" substitute "cases".

Page 29
2nd line: should be amended to read: "first one was that, as paragraph 1 (b), there should be inserted into Article".
3rd line: insert after "28", "the words".
7th line: for "a" substitute "the".
11th line: between "there" and "appears" insert "it".
13th line: delete "has been".

Page 30
19th line: after "that" insert "including paragraph 5".
20th line: delete "and the object of paragraph 5 was passed".

Page 33
3rd line: delete "have" and substitute "are"; delete "got".